
OMG!con 2023 Exhibitors Guide Contract

*Contract for the 2023 Artist Alley/Vendors Room; OMG!con of TAPS.
The Exhibitor Coordinators for the 2023 year are Rei Li and Brandy Samples.
Please be aware that some things will be changing for the 2023 year, and read this contract in
its entirety. Continuing with this application will be an acceptance of all following terms and
conditions for OMG!con 2023. All Artists and Vendors are required to abide by all convention
rules and guidelines, as well as the guidelines of the Vendor Room/Artist Alley (the full room
hereby referred to as the “Exhibitors Hall”). Artists and Vendors will be referred to individually,
and will be referred to as Exhibitors when both parties are being addressed.

Am I a Vendor, or an Artist?

- Vendors room is intended for licensed, official merchandise, original merchandise that is
manufactured to a large scale (more than 51% of merchandise).

- These items include:
- Manga -   Manufactured Plush
- Videogames -   Rave Items
- Tabletop -   Food/Drink
- Figures -   Pop Culture
- ETC

- If you are selling a product on the behalf of a creator (AKA by proxy), material that would
normally fall under the Artist Alley, and the creator is not present, you are an employee
and will fall under the Vendor Status.

Can I  sell some of my old personal stuff in the Vendors?

- Currently, OMG!con does not have/allow any yard sale style booths where attendees
can sell personal items.

- If you are an Exhibitor selling used items, you must clearly state that an item is used.

OMG!Bucks

- OMG!Bucks will be treated as cash.
- OMG!Bucks will be taken to the Exhibitor Coordinator at the SWAG Booth to be

redeemed for actual cash money at the end of the day (closing time.)
- OMG!Bucks must be redeemed by 6PM on Sunday. Any Bucks brought forth after

6PM will be considered an exhibitor loss, and will not be reimbursed.
- It is the responsibility of the exhibitor to redeem their OMG!Bucks for cash on time.



- Exhibitors do have the option to opt out of OMG!Bucks, however we want to make it very
clear that these Bucks will be redeemed for actual cash from OMG!Con, so the
Exhibitors won’t take any loss for accepting the bucks.

- OMG!Buck details can be found here.

Cancellation/Refund Policy*

- Any cancellations made 90 days or less from the Event will not receive a refund of any
kind.

- Cancellations made more than 90 days in advance will receive a 50% refund.
- Refunds will be issued 30 days after the Event has concluded.

These policies are non-negotiable.

Electricity/Internet Services

- The Owensboro convention center is responsible for the distribution of electricity. Any
vendors using electricity will purchase it directly from the venue. A link to purchase this
will be provided upon contract approval.

- Electricity costs $70 on site or $50 if you reach out 2 weeks or more ahead.
- Free Wifi is provided, however the entire con has use of this wifi, so we cannot

guarantee its speed or reliability. Private connection may possibly be purchased for the
convention, a link will be provided upon approval for these services.

-

18+ Materials :

- 18+ Materials are allowed to be sold at OMG!con
- It is the Exhibitor's responsibility to card all purchasers and selling to anyone under the

age of 18 is against OMG!con rules.
- Disregarding this policy will result in immediate revoking of all badges and a forfeit of all

selling spaces.
- All 18+ Materials should be kept out of the direct view of attendees/anyone under the

age of 18.
- VENDORS: Please keep 18+ Materials (DVD’s, Doujin, Manga, etc) closed,

behind a counter, or otherwise in a monitorable area.
- ARTISTS: Please card for 18+ themed commissions and keep 18+ materials in a

binder or otherwise out of the direct view of possibly underage attendees.
- “Ahegao” is strictly prohibited to sell or wear at the convention.

- If any EXHIBITOR is unsure if a piece violates any of these rules, please feel free to
reach out.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/15QzsQfAv1SgEnLji5WdBQEKClZIDm3TW7NdrnM0GQfo/edit?usp=sharing


OMG!con 2023 Vendor CONTRACT

This application for exhibit space at OMGcon 2023 (the “Event”), which will become a
contract between Tri State Anime Promotion Society Inc. (hereinafter referred to as the
“Promoter”) and the signer (hereinafter referred to as the “Vendor”), upon written acceptance, is
based on the terms set forth below and the plan of exhibits, rates, and rules and regulations as
may be established from time to time as set forth in updated and amended information, all of
which constitute part of this contract.

1.) EXHIBIT SPACE RENTAL FEE: First Standard Table is $350 Corner tables are $400
Maximum of 4 booths per vendor. Tables are 8ft X 2 ½ ft  with a total space is 10x10 pipe and
drape with 2 chairs and a waste basket.  Vendor receives up to 2 convention passes with table
purchase each vendor pass after that is $20 max of 4.

2.) PAYMENT: Payment needs to be sent 14 days once notified of approval. Failure to
do so you will need to reapply and it will be based on available space and conditions if you
would get accepted again.

3.) INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL TIME. Vendors may begin installation on June 8th th at 5
PM. All merchandise must be in place by 12:30PM on the first day of the EVENT.   All
merchandise must be removed by 8PM on the last day of the EVENT.  Materials not removed by
this time will be removed by the Promoter and placed into storage and/or shipped at Vendor's
expense.

4.) DEALERS' ROOM HOURS:

The Promoter reserves the right to change exhibit hours of OMG!con 2023 as it may deem
desirable.Hours will be announced after the applications have been approved.

7.) CANCELLATION:  Vendor shall be responsible for all payments under the terms of this
contract whether OMGcon 2023 is canceled, delayed, relocated, in whole or in part, as a result
of riot, strike, civil disorder, act of war, act of God, or any other cause of any kind not within the
Promoter's control.

9.) TAXES AND LICENSES: Vendor is responsible for obtaining any and all licenses,
permits, or approvals required under law applicable to their activity at OMG!con 2023. Vendor
shall be responsible for obtaining any necessary tax identification and paying all taxes, license
fees, fines or any charges that may be owed any governmental entity with respect to Vendor's
participation in OMG!con 2023.  All vendors will receive the proper forms from the Kentucky



State Sales office prior to the convention and will be held responsible returning them
accordingly.

10.) INSURANCE: Vendor acknowledges that neither the Promoter or Convention Center
maintains insurance covering Vendor’s property nor it is the Sole Responsibility of Vendor to
obtain such insurance.

11.) HOLD HARMLESS.  Vendor agrees to assume all risk, and to indemnify and hold
harmless Tri-State Anime Promotion Society Inc, and the Owensboro Convention Center., their
respective officials, subsidiaries, agents, affiliates, operators, officers, volunteers and employees
(hereafter “the Indemnified Parties”) from and against any and all claims, demands, defense
costs, liability, expense or damages of any kind arising out of or in connection with the
Promoter's use of the leased premises or arising out of any act or omission of the Promoter or
any of the Promoter's employees, agents, contractors, representatives, patrons, guests or
invitees; excepting such claims, demands, defense costs, liability, expense, or damages arising
out of the sole negligence of one or more of the Indemnified Parties.

12.) RESPONSIBILITY: Vendor assumes responsibility and agrees to defend the Indemnified
Parties from and against any and all claims, demands, defense costs, liability, expense or
damages of any kind arising out of or in connection with Vendor's or Promoter's use of the
leased premises. Neither the Promoter nor the Indemnified Parties will be responsible for any
injury, loss or damage that may occur to Vendor, Vendor's employees or property from any
cause whatsoever.

13.) LIABILITY: Anyone visiting, viewing, or otherwise participating in Vendor's exhibit is
deemed to be the invitee or licensee of Vendor, rather than the invitee or licensee of the
Promoter. Promoter shall not be liable for any injury whatsoever to the persons conducting or
otherwise participating in the conduct of Vendor's exhibit or to invitees, licensees or guests of
Vendor. Vendor assumes full responsibility for the actions of its agents, employees, or
independent contractors, whether acting within or without the scope of their authority and
agrees to hold harmless the Indemnified Parties from responsibility or liability resulting directly
or indirectly, or jointly, from other causes which arise because of the actions or omissions of its
agents, employees, or independent contractors.

14.) WARRANTY: There is no other agreement or warranty between Vendor and Promoter
except as set forth in this document.  The rights of Promoter under this contract shall be
deemed waived except as specifically stated in writing and signed by an authorized officer of the
Promoter.

15.) SECURITY. Promoter will provide unarmed security guard service for the exhibition
space during the hours the exhibit premises are closed. However, Vendor is solely responsible
for Vendor's exhibit material.  All property of the Vendor is understood to remain in the Vendor's
care, custody and control in transit to or from or within the confines of the Event premises.



16.) ADULT MATERIAL. Vendor may not display material depicting nudity or sexual conduct
unless it is blinded (covered) or displayed in such a way that it cannot be viewed or be
accessible to minors in any way. Adult materials may not be displayed on the display counter
and adults must request to be able to view them. It is the Vendor's responsibility to verify the
age of each individual requesting to view or purchase adult material. No adult material may be
sold, given or distributed to any minor.  Promoter reserves the right to require Vendor to remove
items from public display if they are not deemed appropriate by the Promoter.  Failure to comply
with the requirements set forth in this paragraph may result in Vendor's expulsion from OMGcon
2023 with no refund of the Exhibit Space Rental Fee, arrest and/or criminal prosecution.

17.) COPYRIGHT LAWS. OMG!con has a strict no bootleg policy.  This includes, but is not
limited to, Son May and Ever Anime music, bootleg posters, stickers, wallscrolls, plushes, key
chains, copyrighted logo or character.  Any Vendor found selling bootleg material will be asked
to remove it from the Exhibition Room. A repeated violation of this policy may result in Vendor's
expulsion from OMG!con with no refund of the Exhibit Space Rental Fee.

18.) SWORDS AND WEAPONS. OMG!con does allow the sale of metal swords but must be
notified before the event if not contacted before the event they will be forbidden to sale, guns,
air soft guns, metal throwing stars are not allowed for sale under any circumstance. If
questionable must be brought to the attention of Taps before the event begins.

19.) VENDOR PRIVACY.  Vendor gives the Promoter the right to Vendor's name or image for
promotional purposes. Vendor also grants to the Promoter the right to release Vendor contact
information to the public.

20.) FOOD AND SNACKS OMG!Con does allow the sale of some novelty snacks and drinks
that consist of things you will not find in an everyday grocery store or market. If you are unsure if
the items qualify, please contact us at exhibitors@omgcon.com with specific inquiries.



OMGcon Artists Alley

The Exhibitors Coordinators for the 2023 year is Rei Li and Brandy Samples. At least one
coordinator will be stationed within the Artist Alley during operating hours and will be available to
assist registered Artists.

General Artist Alley Information

The “Selling Space” term is used to describe exactly how much TABLE the artist is going to
have. Space under and behind the tables may be used for storage, and the space behind the
table may be used for display, provided it does not infringe on other Artists space. To guarantee
a space for the length of the convention, the Artist needs to reserve the space using their legal
name. The space is reserved by completing the bottom portion of this document. All information
must be fill correctly and a portfolio submitted for reviewing by the Art Coordinator.

A table MUST submit a portfolio when applying to OMGcon.  This can be a personal website, a
Tumblr account, a DeviantArt account, etc.  If you are using an Esty account, please make sure
your store is not on hiatus, as we cannot view the items when the store is taking a break.
After you have been approved, you will receive an email regarding payment options.  All
payments must be submitted within 2 weeks of approval. If the payment is not received, or the
Artist Alley head has not granted an extension, you will be at risk of losing your spot in the Alley.
The Artist Alley Coordinator understand that special circumstances do arise. We will do our best
to accommodate.

This is a 50/50 fan art to original art convention.  At least 50% of your works/display must be
original art.  There are no exceptions to this rule.  If you have questions about any particular
pieces, please feel free to contact the Artist Alley head.

OMGcon has the right to refuse or deny any artist/studio a table for any reason they see fit. If
the artist/studio is found to have lied about any information that was given during the submission
process or at the convention itself, or is found to have violated the general convention rules,
OMGcon has the right to deny the artist/studio their table and the artist/studio will be banned
from OMGcon’s Artist Alley for as long as the convention sees fit.



Setup Hours:
Thursday: 4 pm- 9pm
Friday: 8 am – 11:30 am
Saturday: 9 am – 10 am
Sunday: 9 am – 10 am

Hours of Operation:

Will be Updated after approval letters are sent.

Tables

Half-Table:
Half tables are 4ft of an 8ft table and will be shared with one other artist during the

convention. Half tables contain two separate, independent artists/studios.

Full Table:
Full tables are 8ft long and contain only ONE artist or studio per table. Please abide by

this rule when purchasing tables if you and a friend both want an Artists Alley table at OMGcon.
Two separate Artists/Studios who want to share a table should purchase half tables. If there are
any questions, please contact the Artist Alley head as soon as possible.

Premium Table:
Premium tables are a 10X10 Selling space including two to three 6ft tables, two to three

chairs, and floor space. This type of table is ideal for Artists who  have larger than average
displays; Artists who perhaps sell clothing may like this space to display a mannequin and/or
clothes rack, for example. There are a limited number of these spaces available.

- Artists and Studios may not purchase more than TWO (2) Premium Booths at one time.

- Non-Artists or “employees” may not sell other Artist's artwork on their behalf or absence, the
Artist selling artwork at a table/premium booth MUST be present at the convention. If you are an
individual selling works for an artist not at the Convention, please look into purchasing a Vendor
space in the Vendor room.  For the purpose of OMG, if you did not create what you are selling
and the artist is not present, you are considered a Vendor.  If there are any exceptions, please
contact the Artist Alley Coordinator.



REFUND POLICY

If you have an issue where you are no longer able to come to the convention, please let the
Artist Alley Head know as soon as possible.  The amount of a refund the artist receives will
depend how close to the convention the cancelation was placed.

No-Shows: If an artist fails to check in for their table by noon on Saturday, they will be
considered a No-Show. Lost tables cannot be reclaimed, and neither credit nor refund will be
given for No-Show tables. No Show tables will then be offered at the convention for a
discounted price on a first come, first serve basis.

Please be aware this is a final policy.  We understand that issues arise, and that life happens,
however we are firm in regards to the refund policy. OMGcon has the right to revoke attendance
privileges for any individual committing fraud against the convention, or disregarding general
convention rules/contracts.

Structures: Any structure (wire racks, crates, display boards, etc.) brought to display artwork of
any kind must be of sound construction and may not extend more than 5 feet above the table. If
any structure falls down, appears unstable, or extends more than 5 feet above the table, the
artist to whom it belongs will be asked to fix or remove said structure by the Artist Alley staff. In
addition, all displays must reside within the confines of your area. The corners of each  table are
considered to be an emergency exit/access for artists; as such you may not use the corners or
the space between tables for your display. Displays behind your table may not impede upon
other artists areas nor disrupt traffic flow in case of emergency. If you have large displays,
consider purchasing our premium tables.



Restricted Items and Guidelines for AA

The following is a comprehensive list of genres, items and themes we will not not allow in
OMGcon’s Artist's Alley. This list contains a number of works and franchises that either:
Are too close to copyright infringement
Are works the original creator specifically stated not to be replicated or reproduced in any form.
Are not something the seller has personally created
Etc.
Please be aware that this list will change as the ban on certain items may be lifted, or new ones
introduced in the future.

There is zero tolerance for any of the listed following, and if it is being sold in the AA, the artist
selling will be asked to remove said items.

If artist refuses to comply, the artist and any table mates will be ejected from the Artists Alley
without a refund or compensation.

Also, if anyone has any knowledge of other copyrighted items that they've heard that the
creators would like to not be sold, please let the Artist Alley know via email with a source link
provided if possible. If you have any questions as to if a work will violate this policy, do not
hesitate to email OMGcon’s Artist Alley staff, with an attached photo of the items in question.

____________________________________________________________________________

Banned Items
The following list will not be in anyway allowed in the OMGcon Artist Alley; no exceptions. Some
of the following items may however in fact be better suited for the Vendor’s Room, and will be
noted as such. Once again, any questions may be directed to OMGcon Artist Alley staff.

1- No food may be sold in the Artists Alley.

2- Glowsticks, flashlights, and other electronic rave blinking items. These items, may be sold in
the Vendor Room instead.

3- No copies of existing HATS or PLUSHIES.



-This means taking an existing hat or plush item and replicating it for sale. This is
bootlegging.

-IE, an official hat for Teemo (League of Legends) already exists, therefore will not be
allowed to be sold.

5- Buttons depicting art that the Artist themselves did not create.
-This means no creating buttons from recycled Manga pages, Video game strategy

guides, etc.

6- Yard Sale style tables will not be allowed.
- OMGcon Artist Alley is not a yard sale. No merchandise, official or unofficial will be

allowed to be sold in the Artist Alley. These items were not created by the artist and therefore
will not be allowed to be sold at ANY table, no exceptions. This includes:

*Plush
*Figures
*Cosplay Items
*Wigs
*Wall Scrolls
*Art purchased at previous Artist Alleys or Vendor Room that you did not create

or own.

Banned Copyrighted Items
The following items/franchises/works will not be allowed due to copyright infringement of
preexisting merchandise, or by original creators request.

The following franchises will not be allowed to due to requests made by the original creators of
said works. Items will be listed as CRAFT or FANART in reference to the Ban List.

-Homestuck/MS Paint Adventures or any works copyrighted by Andrew Hussie fanart
OR craft may not be sold. This includes troll horns, fan art, and cosplay items/accessories. This
is by the request of the creator.

- Welcome to Nightvale fanart OR crafts may not be sold. This is by request of the
creator.



- Craft Items pertaining to Square Inex or its subsidiaries  may not be sold. This is
because licensed merchandise for these things (such as Keyblades, Cloud swords, etc) exist
and these items fall under bootleg. Fan Art is okay.

- VG Cats crafts or fan art may not be sold. This is by request of the creator.

-Crafted items pertaining to Gravity Interactive, Warp Portal and their subsidiaries may
not be sold. This is by the request of the creator.

-Gaia Online craft or fan art will not be allowed. This is by request of the original creator.

Please be aware of Funimation’s stance on fan art:
http://www.animenewsnetwork.com/news/2015-07-01/funimation-issues-statement-on-fan-art-an
d-trademark-rights/.89972

This specifies that Funimation is cracking down on Trademarks.  IE, Logos, Symbols, ETC.  It is
considered the responsibility of the artist to know if their work infringes on this.

http://www.animenewsnetwork.com/news/2015-07-01/funimation-issues-statement-on-fan-art-and-trademark-rights/.89972
http://www.animenewsnetwork.com/news/2015-07-01/funimation-issues-statement-on-fan-art-and-trademark-rights/.89972
http://www.animenewsnetwork.com/news/2015-07-01/funimation-issues-statement-on-fan-art-and-trademark-rights/.89972
http://www.animenewsnetwork.com/news/2015-07-01/funimation-issues-statement-on-fan-art-and-trademark-rights/.89972


ARTISTS ALLEY RULES AND GUIDELINES

Any Artist found to be in violation of the outlined rules will be given one warning. If another
violation occurs, the artist will then be required to close their table and immediately leave the
Artist Alley. If the Artist returns and attempts to display, sell, harass and/or slander OMGcon,
OMGcon’s attendees, or OMGcon’s staff, they will be removed from the convention grounds
altogether. Depending on the severity of the infraction, other appropriate actions may apply,
including but not limited to banning from future alley participation, banning from future OMGcon
events, and legal action. No refund will be provided.

Artist Alley is meant to showcase artist talent, hard work, and a love for creating things. This
being said, we here at OMGcon Artist’s Alley wish to encourage people to break out of the
fan-art box and showcase their original talent. As such, the amount of art displayed by an Artist
must not exceed 50% Fan Art.  Details are explained below.

Also, OMGcon is considered a Family Friendly convention, and therefore have rules and
stipulations in regards to Hentai, Pornographic, or 18+ Art. Details are explained below.

All Artists will be required to prominently display their OMG passes when occupying their space.

The Artist Alley is a “Closed Alley” which means it will be locked down after operating hours.
With that in mind, Artists may leave displays and merchandise intact but please remove all
valuables (cellphones, laptops, money, etc.) OMGcon and the venue are not responsible for
anything lost or stolen from the artist’s space.



Fan-Art:
- In order to promote original works, any Artist or Studio’s table must have at least 50%

of the displayed works be original art, and may not have more than 50% of displayed works be
Fan-Art.

- The 50/50 rule applies to ALL mediums (IE metal work, chain mail, knitted works, hats,
etc.)

- If a piece of art appears to be very similar to a licensed, copyrighted, etc. piece of art,
the artist may be asked to remove it from display and sale at the discretion of the Convention
Board/Artist Alley Head. The Department Head’s and Board decision is final.

- If an artist brings more fan art to the convention than they displayed in their portfolio (or
more than 50%), they will be asked to remove a proportion of their work to accommodate the
50/50 rule.

-Artists are advised to sell Fan Art at their own risk. OMGcon will not be held responsible
and/or liable should an Artist be asked to remove Fan Art from their line up by a licensed
company (Funimation, Cartoon Network, Bandai, Disney, etc) and/or owner of original artwork in
question (Homestuck, Nightvale, etc).

- The following is NOT, by OMGcon Artist Alley standards Fan-Art, and will not count
towards the 50/50 rule, and will also not be permitted to be sold as it violates Copyright laws.

*Fan art that is identical to a piece that is by the original artist. This is a direct
violation of Copyright Infringement laws.

* Clothing and/or accessories that are massively produced in a production
environment, weapons (either real or for play),

* Jewelry/keychains made from copyrighted charms, and reproductions of
cosplay accessories that are or have been in production.

18+ Art:

OMGcon is a family friendly convention, so we have certain rules and regulations in regards to
Adult Materials sold in the Artists Alley.  If you have any concern if you art falls into this category,
please ask!



1- Any images depicting sexual acts, nudity, gore, extreme violence, or anything related to Adult
Materials will not be openly displayed at the Artists Alley table. These images may be kept in a
separate binder or portfolio, or may be censored, not openly left upon the table.

The acceptability of displays featuring adult material is at the sole discretion of the convention
and Artist Alley staff. We understand that some images may be considered “racy” while not
being outright sexual. If you have any questions about works which may fall into this category,
please contact OMGcon Artist Alley via E-mail with an attached file of the image(s)  in
question.Any materials which are sexually explicit, extremely graphically violent, or otherwise
unsuitable for children must be out of sight and not on display.

2- These materials may not be shown or sold to any individuals under the age of 18. It is the
Artists sole responsibility to card persons in this regard, and OMGcon asks that only official
state identification be accepted.

3- Any Artist selling adult materials to persons under the age of 18 are subject to having their
badge revoked without refund or compensation. There will be no exceptions to this.

4- Artists may post signs stating that they have adult materials for sale and/or commission.

5- 18+  Art may not count toward the 50/50 ratio as it is not able to be openly displayed.

Commissions:

Commission sales are welcomed in OMGcon’s Artist Alley, and may include a wide range of
services via the artists, provided that the Commission does not violate the Ban List, Adult
Material age restrictions, and falls under either Original or Fan Art. Commissions of Original
Characters are at the discretion of the OC Creator.

Commissions taken for delivery at the convention, regardless if the commission was taken pre
convention for delivery or at the convention for delivery are between the artist and
commissioner, and OMGcon is not a party in these dealings. As such, OMGcon and the Alley
staff cannot assist you in locating either the commissioner or the artist who was commissioned.
Please make sure you get contact information for one another as part of your dealings.



Any Artist accepting commissions requiring a live model during Artist Alley hours must conduct
these commissions in a manner which does not disrupt attendees, staff operations or fellow
Artists. Live models should be placed so as to not interfere with the flow of traffic or the space
and operations of other artists.

General: For Attendees and Artists

The venue is a smoke, alcohol, and drug free environment. All such substances are strictly
forbidden. This includes E-Cigs and vaporizers!!

No running, screaming, yelling, rough housing, sparring, fighting, or use of excessive obscene
language will be tolerated. This applies for attendees as well as the Artist.

No equipment or supplies that acts as an open heat source, this includes rice cookers (there
was an incident), irons, lighters, and candles.

Please no raffles.  The local ordinances consider this gambling, and we aim to comply with all
local laws.

Once Artist Alley hours are over, the Artist  has a pack up time of up to 1 hour after closing.
Once again, we are a locked alley when it is not open.

No table sniping please! Anyone using any unclaimed space without the permission of the Art
Coordinator will immediately be removed. This includes setting up shop, displaying
advertisements (fliers, signs, pamphlets), and loitering anywhere within the Artist Alley. If you
wish to use a table, please speak with the AA Head and we will work to see if there is one
available.

All displays must be secured and stable.

The Artist may not display outside of their designated space. If you are a table with a dividing
curtain behind you, please do not hang anything from these curtains.

No outside tables or chairs are permitted in the venue. Display hardware may be incorporated in
an artist’s space, but additional tables of any size are not permitted.



No tape, staples, glue, any adhesives, gum, boogers, bodily fluids, or tacks on the walls,
columns, floor, curtains, or ceiling. The use of any display which could cause harm to the venue
space is prohibited.

Artists are to be respectful of the other artists in the Artist Alley. Attempts to snipe sales, disrupt
business, or bad mouth fellow Artists will not be tolerated.  While in the Artist Alley, the Artist is
expected to act in a manner which is safe and respectful of the rights of the people around
them, including other Artists, attendees, venue employees, and OMG staff.

Now that you have read the rules, you are ready to submit an application. Goodluck!


